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This book is geared towards simple and easy to understand concepts that 
any Flipper can use to create a social media base for their building 
process within the hierarchy of Freestyle Trampoline. Many social media 
‘experts’ will provide many different technical calculations and terminology 
that does have a use at the high levels of business, but is not essential for 
getting started on the building process. Any Flipper can create a great 
following with almost no technical marketing skills and only with a 
strategically focused mind state that is looking for opportunities to 
create a unique position in the community. Anyone looking to gain a 
following simply needs to stick to the basics and build up over time. 


In this book we will describe a Degree-By-Degree process to starting a 
social media account with some great tips for any aspiring Influencer. 
Anyone can become an Influencer and the only difference between an 
account with a large following and a small following is dedication and 
creativity. You do not have to go to college or university for marketing or 
have lots of money for sponsored ads. You do not need to be a genius or 
have a rich family that will buy you a fancy car to take videos with. In 



reality these flashy products can help create a ‘cool’ factor to videos but 
there is an underlying simplicity to building a following and these other 
‘secondary’ concepts are not the primary base to what makes a great 
social media account. If you make your account correctly, people will offer 
you to take videos with their fancy cars or at their mansion anyways. 


As discussed in “Building Partnerships,” the true value to an online 
business is the offline service or product. This can be anything from 
editing videos to mentoring to simply networking different brands and 
helping mesh their products or services together in a new way. Social 
media, is not a product in itself unless you have hundreds of thousands of 
followers. The underlying product or service you create will be the real 
reason you gain followers as discussed in “Building Sponsorships.” In this 
book we will simply look at the simple steps to building a following in 
combination with the real world value you create. 


The underlying primary value of a social media account that helps 
Rea people will be the main reason someone gains followers


Setting Up A Social Media Account


Law Of Diminishing Returns: 

Before we get into the specific tactics we can use to start a social media 
account one basic principal needs to be discussed; The “Law Of 
Diminishing Returns.” This concept was previously mentioned in the 
“Building The Freestyle Community” and applies to social media in a big 
way. 


When a new social media platform launches like Tik Tok did in 2017, it is 
similar to the Monopoly Board analogy mentioned in “Building The 
Freestyle Community” in regard to the emerging market of Freestyle 
Trampoline. 




Social media is a market and the first ones to the market have an 
advantage because everyone that comes after them literally ‘goes by 
them’ and their product/service as they look for their own place in the 
market.  

This gives more visibility to those who get to the party early! 


Example: You know those airports that ‘force’ you to walk through the 
Duty Free shop before you get to your flight? They do that so that you are 
more likely to see their products and buy them compared to just going to 
your gate and not spending any money. It is the same effect on emerging 
social media platforms. The first ones to get a ‘space’ in the ‘Duty Free 
Shop’ have the benefit of having all other potential customers being 
‘forced’ to walk by their product. In social media, these ‘early-bird’ 
accounts get propped up on the newsfeed more often and get naturally 
more traffic as the user base of a platform grows over time. If you come in 
10 years after the social platform has launched, most of the Monopoly 
spaces’ will be taken up and there will be no room for a new account to 
create a unique image. 


Other accounts will have already diversified and got creative which means 
every unique concept that can be used to build a social account will have 
been used up. The law of diminishing returns means that by the time the 
last few accounts come into the market, no one will be paying attention by 
then. Get in early while people are paying attention and there are 
spaces left.  

It is not that often that a new successful social media platform launches so 
if one does get on it fast as a rule of thumb just incase it becomes popular. 
Use it a bit and see how it takes off and research the platform so you know 
if they are growing or if it is a waste of time. Many social media platforms 
fail so do not commit if they look like they are going bankrupt. 


The law of diminishing returns also means that even on well established 
accounts, you must have a unique product or service in the market and 
along with it, a unique look or feel to your account. You can’t simply look 
at the Flipper ‘next door’ and copy them and expect that because you 
think your flips are ‘cooler’ you will gain more followers. 




Whether the social platform is new or not, you have to be different and 
unique. The law of diminishing returns means that as time goes on it is 
harder to be unique because all the obvious ideas have been thought of. 


Social platforms are always adding features like IGTV in the case of 
Instagram and new facial recognition add-ons in the case of Snapchat. 
When you see these new features coming out, devise a great unique 
campaign or marketing plan around them before others do. Any chance 
you can find to be unique, do it! 


Do not change your underlying product/service or online image 
though! You have to be who you are because social media is just a mirror 
to who you are and if you start off by lying to everyone and not really being 
authentic you will give up and social media will become a chore and you 
will become a slave to it after a year, if not sooner. 


In all honesty most people are not that creative or exciting though so you 
will need to get your brain working and thinking about what you can do to 
make an impact compared to the other billion users of any given social 
media platform. 


As we get into more specifics of creating a great following, it should be 
noted that the law of diminishing returns means that unless you are unique 
and can make yourself continuously stand out in someway you will be 
ignored and see very little growth. 


Standing out does not mean you have to do some dangerous flip! 


It means that you can take basic flips but create a unique “call to action” 
for your followers that gets them to take some kind of action such as 
‘liking,’ ‘commenting,’ tagging or eventually buying your product or 
service. 


It means that you can tell a unique story with your social media that 
people want to listen to. It means that you can take old footage and find a 
cool way to include other Flippers in it so that you can bring different 
accounts together directing their followers towards your account. It is 
about getting creative and utilizing what you have in unique ways. 


It is not all about doing the big crazy skills!




It is also about meshing your online image with your offline product or 
service. This book should be read at the same time as “Building 
Partnerships.” At the end of this book I even give a 15 step program that 
any aspiring Influencer can generally follow to keep on track. You will need 
to bring your brand partnerships on board with your online presence so 
you need to look at both the online world and the offline world as mirrors 
of each other.


How Social Media Works:  

Social media is not very complicated to understand. Social media brands 
such as Facebook, Youtube and Instagram all follow the same path but 
have slightly different ways of walking along it. At the end of the day 
though, they are all the same. 


When a social platform launches they are simply looking for as many users 
as possible. They are inventing an online community where people can talk 
and share their lives. Like most sponsorships, brands want to get in front 
of many people with their product/service. Each social platform knows this 
so they structure the platform in such a way that allows for new features to 
be added as well as new ways for brands to advertise to the online 
community. The majority of money made by any social platform is 
advertising dollars spent by companies all over the world to push their 
product and services to the users on the social platform. 


Social platforms want to get as much traffic to each post as possible so 
that advertisers will know that their advertising dollars are being used to 
reach many people. This means that social platforms will naturally write 
their algorithms to put up posts that get lots of likes and comments near 
the top of the open newsfeed. 


The newsfeed is exactly what it sounds like, a constant flow of current 
news. News is usually new, shocking or emotional generally speaking. 
People either want to be inspired, notified of something that will affect 
them or get emotional about a sweet story or cute video. Videos that 
touch on these basic factors will naturally do well in the market place 
because they effect everyone. 




Everyone is looking for a motivational quote on a bad day. Everyone wants 
to make sure they are updated on current events that may affect them and 
require them to take some kind of action or have something to talk about 
with their friends. Everyone is looking for a fun cute video of puppies 
rolling around that reminds them of their youth and stimulates the nurturing 
circuits in the brain. 


When a social platform programs their algorithms the basic principal is to 
highlight the most active posts in a certain area of the community. There 
are sub-communities for sports, food, cars etc. and each of these smaller 
communities are simply created voluntarily by users. If we are talking 
specifically about the Freestyle community, you can look at the large social 
platform such as Instagram as the entire ‘world’ and there are many 
smaller communities such as Parkour, Slackline or G-Tramp within that 
one larger community.


When a user goes on the platform and starts ‘liking’ certain pages, they 
will also get suggestions from the social platform showing them other 
similar groups, or pages that they can follow or join which also talks about 
that specific demographic. This means that each user tells the platform 
what kind of content they are looking for and the platform stores this 
information and artificially highlights random posts that focus on that 
specific content. 


For example if a user likes a lot of different acrobatic based pages and 
joins acrobatic based groups, the algorithms simply show newsfeed posts 
relating to acrobatics with the most likes, comments and overall followers. 
Even if the user also follow a few music bands they will not get put to the 
top of the news feed and that user will have to scroll down farther and 
farther to get to those pages or groups. This is because they only interact 
with these music band pages once in a while. It is a filtering process that 
mimics the user’s actions. 


This is done in the hopes that users will be constantly on the platform 
commenting, liking and interacting within their favourite demographic or 
sub-community. This is why many claim that social media is just an echo-
chamber. For the average user, it really is on many levels, not that that is 
necessarily a bad thing. Your telling me that deep down you don’t want 
everything just the way you want it?…




Potential Influencers are using the platform to build a reputation and climb 
the hierarchy so they will tend to follow other accounts such as 
competitors, partner brands and those who are directly helping their 
business in some way. As mentioned in “Building The Freestyle 
Community,” their use of social media creates a magnification of what 
they were already  doing offline. 


To see how the platforms make money we need to look at how brands 
spend their advertising dollars on social media. First of all, views 
accumulated by interacting with the posts gets calculated and organized 
by the social platform and then are sent to advertisers who then will pay 
for advertising space on the platform. There are many places to put ads 
and the specific location is not as important but the reality is that the 
places ads are put within the ‘community’ is reflected by accumulating a 
lot of data from the social platform. The data is based on how users on the 
platform behave through what they click and don’t click which tell 
advertisers which users are more likely to buy their product. 


All platforms have many different sub-communities and the platform uses 
that data to help brands target specific users who hopefully want that 
specific product or service. 


Example: If Honda is launching their new car they will tell the platform that 
they are targeting car enthusiasts and they will have a specific 
demographic outlined and will send that to the social platform’s 
advertising sales department. The outline will generally have specifications 
as to who they are targeting in the advertisement. Honda knows who 
tends to buy their cars and will have a detailed profile of their customers. 
For Example: 


There are many more metrics but hopefully you get the idea. You know all 
that info you fill out when signing up? That all goes to the brands. Each 
brand is targeting unique users in different sub-communities online so 

Age                  	 Religious Affiliation

Gender            	 Country Of Birth 

Income            	 Spending Habits 

Sexuality         	 Hair Colour 



each target profile is different for each brand. Even the same brand will 
target vastly different sub-communities with different campaigns. 


When the brand gives their target user profile to the platform the platform 
runs algorithms that finds everyone that likes, comments, joins groups and 
generally interacts with users who fit into that profile. The habits of the 
user are cross references with the habits of their friends to determine what 
kind of profile that user fits into. In reality, the friends you have on social 
platforms also direct brands to you, not simply what you personally do on 
a platform. 


Once Honda gets the results of the algorithm back they sit down and 
decide if there are enough users in their specific sub-community that are 
the right age, right ethnicity etc. Then they create an ad that specifically 
targets the results from the social platforms algorithm. Sometimes a brand 
will submit a target profile to the social platform and the results will show 
that the specific ad they had in mind, targeting a specific user profile, will 
not hit as many views as they were hoping for. 


In this case they will go back to the drawing board, modify the ad and 
tweak the specific profile to see if that combination will statistically get 
more views. There is a lot of information that is calculated and cross 
referenced to provide an accurate view count to brands who are trying to 
advertise to as many viewers as possible within a specific sub-community. 
New algorithms are always trying to get more and more specific data 
including traveling habits, spending habits and other bits of information 
most do not realize go into the structure of your newsfeed and control 
what advertisements you see.


We can all see that this because when you travel to a new country and go 
on Google Search and type in “restaurants near me,” magically the search 
engine pops up with restaurants in your new location even though it was 
your first time traveling to that country. Google is a social media platform 
after all at its core no different than Instagram or Facebook.


Some get very uneasy about being ‘tracked’ all the time but in reality, 
social platforms do not look at it as tracking, but as being your personal 
assistant giving you exactly what you want based on your previous track 
record. Social platforms measure your behaviour and then tell the 



brands what your behaviour tends to be and then the brands pay the 
social platform to be able to send you an advertisement.


At the end of the day, social platforms simply create a filtering process for 
brands that helps them target specific sub-communities so they can sell 
their products or services and the brands will pay big money to ensure the 
right people see the right product. 


Users are simply catalysts for the revenue and are given essentially free 
entertainment and free connectivity to anyone in the world in return for 
these big profits.


Social platforms now offer games and additional revenue options to users 
as well so its not like they just are blatantly enslaving us and not providing 
a substantial value in return. 


Social platforms are markets for brands and ‘meet ups’ for users who can 
connect with like-minded people and share stories about things they know 
their followers will like to see. 


There are many aspects that have nothing to do with advertising, but since 
this book is about how to capitalize on social media we will keep the 
pathway flowing in the direction of someone who wants to use social 
media for business, not just for fun. 


Before we get into the details it is important to give a basic business 
outline of how social platforms make money because it will give the 
base as to how a Freestyle Influencer can apply the same principals 

to their own miniature share of the market. 

Picking A Social Platform:

There are many different social media platforms and I suggest that any 
serious Flipper only start with one or two different platforms at the 
beginning of the building process. If you can understand how to build on 
one platform you can build on any platform since the rules outlined above 
are all the same. The only difference between different platforms is really 



the demographic of users. Each platform naturally fits to different types of 
personalities so we tend to see different profiles of users on different 
platforms. 


In reality however, as social media becomes more wide spread, each 
platform will have the same overall user base and the only way social 
platforms will be able to differentiate is to develop new features on their 
platform that users like more.


Here are the list of social platforms popular with the Freestyle community 
to choose from and a quick description of each to help get your mind 
around it before committing: 


1) Instagram: This is the ‘traditional’ Flipper social media where Freestyle 
Trampoline athletes do most of their communications and posts. It 
allows groups to easily chat privately and can be good to coordinate 
small groups of Flippers for an event or promotion. Most platforms 
have this feature but are not as easily accessible and user-friendly. 
Videos on IG tend to be short and to the point. IGTV was created for 
longer videos but has not really taken off and is not used by Flippers 
as often. Maybe in the future. Instagram is made for those who are  
generally trying to stick to showing their progressions in Flipping 
compared to vlogging or tutorials. 


2) Facebook: Generally for older populations and parents of Flippers. 
Athletes are not as active on Facebook but more will use Facebook 
over time. It is a good idea to have at least a page that can be updated 
once a week or so for older generations including brands you may 
wish to partner with. Brands will use Facebook which means that it is 
good to have some kind of presence on this platform if you want to get 
in front of brands.


3) Snapchat: This platform is not used by brands as much. It is more of a 
one-on-one social platform that allows direct messaging with fun 
animations that many other platforms do not use as effectively. It will  
not be as easy for a Flipper to jump to stardom however so I wouldn’t 
focus so much on it. However, if you can find a unique use for it and 
jump up the ranks then go for it. It can be used to target customers for 
your potential brand partners as your account grows and gives you a 



unique selling proposition to your partners. Just keep it in mind when 
you are looking for something unique.


4) Tik Tok: This is a new platform having recently launched in 2017 and 
caters to Asia and India primarily having actually originated in Asia. It is 
growing in the American market because they merged with Musical.ly  
California office in 2018. This is why you are seeing more Flippers 
using it in America even though the base is for Asian and Indian users. 
The types of videos you will see are more short, vlog/comedy videos 
that are popular with Eastern European communities. If you are aiming 
to make fun wacky videos Tik Tok would be a great platform for you. 


5) Youtube: These videos will tend to be longer such as vlogging, 
compilations, educational tutorials or some version of “Top 10 Ways 
To…” Youtube is primarily a music platform with music videos from 
leading artists as well as longer educational content and interviews. If 
you are planning on making longer videos your content will get better 
rating on the Youtube algorithm and your followers will increase 
quicker than just many 30 second videos on Youtube. Keep the short 
videos for other platforms and combine them together in unique ways 
to make longer content on Youtube. 


Pick A Focus:


Many new to social media quickly jump to post something and do not 
make a strategy that they can stick to. This is important! You can’t just 
start posting random skills or tricks and get a following. There needs to 
be a story to your social media or a predictable style of content that 
followers know they will always get from you. To create a story you 
need to create a focal point to your social media account first. What is 
your account all about?


Who Are YOU? What is special about you? What do you have to offer that 
others don’t? How can you solve issues in the real world? This process is 
similar to the first few steps in “Building Partnerships” where you have to 
pick a product, service and an image that you will maintain into the future. 



This product/service and image will be how people identify you in the 
years to come so pick carefully.  

It will take many years to build a following and very few users simply ‘blow 
up’ over night. Be prepared for a 5-10 year building process that you 
have to maintain or all that work is going down the drain. Pick an 
image that you actually believe in. Do not simply pick something that you 
think others will like. People change what they like and want all the time so 
that is not a viable option. 


A Few Examples Of Different Focuses: 

Mentor - Create supportive and positive content for Flippers

Coach - Create educational posts with tips on Flipping 

Motivation - Repost great content from the community 

Progressions - Simply document your progressions in a creative way

Edits - Create high quality edits and show the editing tips 

Traveling - make posts discussing different aspects of traveling 

News - Update the community on what is going on within it 

Comedy - Make jokes, memes or funny content about Flipping 

History  - Show historical content from past legends 

Vlog - If you have an interesting life, let everyone join in 

Cartoons - create animated cartoons that tell a story 

Skits - Create short fun skits that highlight the community

Facts - discuss Flipping facts that many do not know about 

Music - Edit your own music and post them over circulating videos

Collabs - Shoot content with many different Flippers creating a story 


The list goes on but this should at least get the creative juices flowing. 
When looking to create an image, pick something that you already 
naturally do inside or outside of the flipping community. For example if 
you like playing the game of Chess find a creative way to make a Chess-
style marketing image with your social media. 




For example you could create a hashtag that has the word “Chess” in it or 
put filters on cover photos for each video that, when uploaded makes a 
reoccurring black and white pattern like a Chess board. The bio can have 
Chess emotions and a funny Chess based tag line. 


I know the example is a bit of a stretch but think of your social media 
profile image as your home. Decorate it the way you want because you 
have to ‘live there.’ 

Along with each of these different overall strategies, each one can then be 
targeted to a different micro demographic. You can pick educational 
content for any of the different sub-communities such as Parkour or 
Slackline. You can use Slackline education and find a way to apply it to 
other communities and do a ‘cross-over’ style strategy. Traditional athletes 
and coaches can do the same thing within the traditional realm or even 
cross over to Freestyle communities. The options are endless!  

The overall focus of your social media will be the baseline of your 
campaigns and posts so pick something that is broad that allows many 
options as the community evolves over time. Do not pick something 
narrow like posting about only trampoline socks. Not enough Flippers care 
about trampoline socks so you will generally not target many followers 
who will find your focus interesting. 


However, if you get very creative with how you post about trampoline 
socks and can make a fun storyline to it then there is no telling what kind 
of popularity you will get with something so bland as trampoline socks. 
Who knows, you could get many followers and trampoline parks will buy 
socks through you. Anything is possible in social media so never say “No” 
but generally you will want to start with something a bit more obvious like 
skills, facts or traveling based focuses. 


The most important part about your social media focus is that it 
revolves around something you actually like! I can’t stress that enough. 
Do not ‘sellout’ to what you think everyone likes right at the beginning 
thinking it’s what everyone wants. On the other hand, you can’t just post 
some weird stuff that no one will like. Make two lists: One list is all the 
things you like in life and things you want to focus on personally for the 
next ten years and another list on what you think others will like to see 
from you. 






            List 1: What I like:          


Movies 

Comic Books 

Music 

Inspirational Quotes 

Cool Flips 

Great Fails 

Greasy Food 

Netflix 


As you can see there will always be a mismatch between what you 
specifically like and what others want to see. Your job is to pick something 
that resonates with you and with as many other people as possible without 
picking something you truly do not like. 


If you really like movies you may want to create a social media focus that 
highlights cool flips, vegan food, funny clothing styles and progressions in 
your movie-style posts. Each post could be edited like a mini movie with 
movie specific hashtags but each ‘movie’ caters to different sub-
communities for example. 


If you love motivational quotes you may want to create typical skill 
progression style posts but throw in a quote in the description or at the 
start of the video for each post to make that statement clear. 


As well as these overall focuses, you want to then incorporate the other 
aspects in as many ways as possible. So if you have inspirational quotes, 
make the videos sometimes contain flips over cars or have inspirational 
quotes about playing Fortnite or eating vegan diets. I am not sure how 
inspirational you can get with Fortnite but the points remains. 


The one main focus you pick should match nicely with the real world 
partnerships you are looking to make to build your brand offline as well as 
online. A vegan based social account will not make a partnership with a 
fast food restaurant around the corner. A comic book focused social 
account will not get a partnership with a technology manufacturer unless 
there is something very specific they can capitalize on. 


List 2: What Others May Like 

Cool Flips 

Tutorials 

Funny Clothing Styles 

Fails

Flips Over Cars

Progressions

Vegan Food

Fortnite




Take a walk around your local town and make a note of all the companies 
in the area that will potentially become partners as outlined in “Building 
Partnerships.” Try to focus your social media on a strategy that can easily 
include these real world brands when the time is right. 


Pick one focus you like and find unique ways to include other 
community member’s likes and wants as well as potential brands 

products and services in a creative way.


The GRT Social Media Strategy:

I have created my @GregRoeTrampoline account back when I was in 
University and wanted to provide a real world example of the strategy I 
used to build it so you can get a real world idea of what it is like: 


It started as just me posting my day-to-day trainings as well as the 
progress of my traditional competitive team with no social strategy like 
most. I quickly realized no one wanted to see my athletes or my boring 
training videos with pointed toes and my views were simply flat and not 
growing. They wanted more cool stuff to inspire them like I did when I was 
younger.


I had an idea! When I was a kid my coach would come in with an old-
school TV set at training on rolling wheels and play some of the highlights 
of the last World Championships. We did this once a month and I, along 
with my friends always had a great training after watching these videos, 
more so than a regular training usually. 


I know people want to get inspired and I see a world where many people 
live in fear of trying new thing and tend to cower in the corner rattling off a 
list of excuses as to why their lives are not where they want them to be. 
That is why my original tag line was “No Excuses Just Go.” I wanted to 
use my social media to remind myself to not get into that state as well as 
inspire the new generation of athletes who seem to need something to 
look up to. 




My primary focus actually accomplished four things: (1) I could post 
exciting videos from around the world that were much more exciting than 
my specific videos. (2) I could help promote people who had no followers 
and give them a step up which would bring followers to me. (3) It allowed 
me to travel, focus on my ‘real’ world product and service without giving 
up precious time making many different edits and posts personally. (4) It 
allowed me to keep my profile busy when I was sworn to secrecy with 
contracts for TV shows or projects with brands. Most times the brand or 
production company will have a planned release date of the content so 
while you are shooting the video you can’t tell anyone or make posts 
about it. 

My social account became more for those who were looking to get some 
recognition compared to me promoting myself. People are happy to let me 
promote their posts to a wider audience and I use that saved time 
compared to making my own posts to develop a real world product that 
they also can use such as educational programs and live events. Any one 
specific focus should have several different benefits for you and your 
customers! 

As inspiration as my focus, I could then make smaller different campaigns,  
social accounts and projects to target different smaller focuses as I 
developed my following online and offline. Examples include: 


1) Athletes looking for education with tutorials on Youtube;

2) Educate younger athletes with @FreestyleFreddy_Official;

3) Gymnastics clubs who were always looking for new drills or 

challenges for their athletes through the #GRTchallenge campaign; 

4) Gather information about the traditional acrobatic market through 

the #GRTnetwork campaign on facebook; 

5) The #GRTcompilation campaign on Youtube and Instagram allowed 

me to target the specific followers who liked to watch long 
compilations of videos compared to a small 20 second video;


6) The @GRTcrew_Official page targeted the Freestyle Trampoline 
community specifically and my actual @GregRoeTrampoline 
account could remain targeting the entire acrobatic community; 


7) Creating a fun Hawaii image allows me to cater to those who like 
funky clothing.




There are many others but these examples should hopefully demonstrate 
how one main focus can still be ‘tweeked’ to cater to new sub-
communities and different followers preferences. Each of these smaller 
campaigns all have been turned into some kind of business strategy that 
either directly or indirectly supports a revenue stream of some kind or 
helps support the overall image of my product or service. 


As you can see the social media strategy is flexible but has a large solid 
base centred around inspiring myself and others to keep building their 
skills. That focus will never get old, at least not to me which ensures I will 
be here in 50 years still building. 


It should be noted that even though we have over 300K followers through 
this specific strategy, in reality we have focused a lot of our efforts on the 
real world followers such as brands, coaches and athletes who form 
partnerships with us both online and offline. The real world partnerships 
are WAY more important than the online ones. Getting invited to sit with 
Redbull at their HQ is more important than getting shoutouts from 
Influencers. For me, social media was just a basic platform and not the 
true focus of my business like it is for Vloggers. It was just a way to allow 
me to make real world partnerships and be heard by the leaders in the 
acrobatic community. 


Also, when we add up all the followers through our sponsored athletes and 
brands we are able to access several million followers. Your own personal 
follower count is important when building a business but who you 
cooperate with online and offline is even more important in many cases. 
Due to the structure we have created, I am able to reach many followers 
through different networks, not just my own personal page. Creating a 
network that you can utilize when you need is very important and will allow 
you to get more opportunities compared to just focusing on getting more 
followers on your own personal page. 


The other thing to note is that personally I do not want to be on social 
media all day every day because I like reading, creating real world projects 
like new training facilities or going out with friends. As well, with all my 
traveling, I have nothing to post many days since traveling is not always 
glamorous so I needed something between the travel days and days 
planning a big project to keep the followers happy. Some Influencers love 



to stay online chatting to their followers every day. I love my followers but I 
like to build businesses instead of simply talking to people all day so I 
needed to create a social media where I wouldn’t be expected to answer 
every comment. In vlog style accounts, it is expected that you reply to the 
majority of your comments and that takes a lot of time if you get 500 
comments on every post. 


I have made my social media in a way to allow me to not have to be 
dancing in front of the camera all the time and allows me to take that time 
to create projects that I truly love so I am not a slave to social media. My 
social media works for me, not the other way around!


You have to pick a lifestyle on social media that you truly like or you will 
become a slave. Move around your town, talk to your friends and family to 
get inspiration but create a focus that really resonates with you emotionally 
and strategically so you can have freedom. 


Create A Profile:

Once you have picked your basic focal point you will need to decide how 
you will use the platform to build followers. Again, there are many ways to 
do this but below are a few of the major aspects to think about. When 
creating a new account the first thing you need to do is create a layout in 
your mind of what it looks like. You can even draw a picture that has 
different layouts.


Profile Name:


The bio or profile is like your home page and tells everyone what to expect 
if they follow you. The name of the page or the Instagram tag should refer 
to what your focus is. Your personal birth name is not always the best 
name for a social account! 


You can use numbers or punctuations with your name but again, make it 
make sense and it should have a unique ‘ring’ to it. When a brand sees 
10,000 pages all with minor variations of “@Johhny_Flips @Tommy_Flips 
or @Flips_By_Tommy there is nothing unique about it. Also remember that 
followers and especially brands will be searching Google for your social 



profile and @Flips_By_Tommy will not appear well in search engines. Try 
picking a name that when broken down into operate words it will search 
well. That is why I went with @GregRoeTrampoline instead of “flips.”


If you build a great account you will still search well but the details do 
matter and when everyone has a variation of “flips” in their profile name, 
the law of diminishing returns says that you are far less likely to have 
brands pick you out of the thousands of other Flippers with similar 
names. 

Profile Picture: 

Pictures speak a thousand words so 
chose a picture that is either natural but 
professional or edited that highlights 
what the page will be showing in terms of 
content. Try to choose a profile picture 
that stands out. If you have seen a 
picture from someone else’s account, as 
a rule of thumb do not copy it. Choose 
something else. For Facebook you can 
create a full cover page picture with a 
website and other logos. I suggest you 
get them done as professionally as 
possible. There are tons of community 
members who would easily help you out 
for very cheap or simply a shoutout.


Profile Description: 

Each social platform will have different capabilities when creating a 
description. For example, Facebook will let you write an entire novel if you 
want but Instagram will only let you have a small number of letters so you 
have to be to the point. 


Since most Flippers are on Instagram I will say that in that case you need 
to tell people in 4/5 words what your account is about. Have a link to 



another one of your social accounts on another platform or to a few of 
your friends to start off with. As you develop your following the description 
will change so do not stress over it too much but make sure there is a 
great unique picture, a good distinctive profile name and a short and 
simple description that tells people right away what they are getting when 
they follow you. If you have a specific hashtag you like to use throw it in as 
well to help stand out. Make sure you use that hashtag regularly. 


I will also create mystery highlights that provide people more information 
on a regular basis as to what products and services I offer. I make those 
pictures on a pages or word document, screen grab them off my computer 
and then post the picture on my mystory. From there I simply pick the 
mystories I want highlighted under each heading and it acts like a mini 
brochure or info package for anyone who is interested.


Post Schedule: 

When creating a posting schedule you simply need to look at your real 
world life and try to coordinate it with your online world. I wouldn’t post 
more than once a day unless you have a specific strategy that requires it 
and you make that clearly evident to your followers. Randomly making 10 
posts a day will get very annoying to your followers. They like you but they 
also like other people as well so to clutter up their newsfeed with your 
posts every hour will most likely get you unfollowed. 


Many vloggers will post either once a week or once every 3/4 days and 
even have a behind the scenes video that goes along with each video. 
They may simply create a compilation of behind the scenes shots from the 
last week or two. If you choose to post once a week, make sure the 
content is worth it and you can use other social reach strategies such as 
Mystories on Instagram to build up the ‘hype’ to the weekly edit or vlog 
release. 


The actual time to post does make a difference simply because the 
algorithms on social accounts rate your post based on how fast you get 
followers within the first hour or so. The posts that get lots of comments 
and likes quickly get boosted on the newsfeed. Those who don’t will 
remain low and not get much attention. 




If all your friends are asleep how will they be able to like and comment on 
your post? Schedule it for when your friends are home from school or are 
online because of a specific holiday you all celebrate. Many times new 
accounts will tell people when they are going to post through a mystory a 
few minutes before to stimulate more comments and likes.


For us, we try our hardest to make posts in the early evening and early 
morning in California time (GMT-8). North Americans are the most active in 
the Flipping community so most Flippers will have more North American 
followers especially if you live in North America. Testing your optimal 
posting time will take a bit of time in itself and you will get into a rhythm 
that your personal life can manage as well as your followers.


Do not make your posts random. Make them regular and on certain 
social platforms you can even say when you post such as Youtube. You 
want people to know when your next ‘episode’ is up and help build that 
hype so they all check in at the same time to comment and boost your 
post. If you are always changing the days and times you post you will find 
it harder to get a dedicated following. As well, if you randomly take a few 
weeks off do not expect your followers to be there when you get back.


Do not post every five minutes, but be regular and scheduled!  

Developing A Strategy:  

Discussions revolving around developing a social media strategy could fill 
an entire book by itself but we will stick to the major take-home points for 
any Flipper. A lot of your strategy development will actually be built by 
your early followers as you discover what they are looking for. Once you 
have your social account(s) set up, clearly distinguished from your friends 
and with a clear focal point, most of the work actually has been done. Now 
it is up to walking down the ‘pathway’ and being alert and responsive to 
your followers who will basically tell you what they want.


I would suggest that you announce you are beginning a formal social 
media strategy to your current followers and ask for their help by 
commenting, tagging you in their posts etc. As you start posting, people 



will start commenting and liking your post and based on which posts get 
more responses you will start to make changes to what you do or do not 
do.


Right from the beginning you need to make your overall strategy and focus 
clear. For example, if your posts will focus on progressions then you need 
to make that clear.  You can use a hashtag such as #TrainingProgression1, 
#TrainingProgression2 and so forth. 


If your posts are about education you can create an educational hashtag. 
There are many ways to create a story. Try numbering your posts or telling 
them when new posts are coming in different ways will help your followers 
anticipate your posts. You can even comment on old posts directing 
people to your new posts.  Get creative and experiment a bit and over 
time this will increase your engagement.


There are lots of ways you can direct traffic to your page such as creating 
small private chat groups on Instagram that will share posts, comment and 
like them as a group. You can then share the post to a mystory that 
increases the chances of someone seeing it and getting directed to your 
actual page for the real post. You can also tag people in it and even ask 
people on other pages to go your page. Everyone starts off by doing 
these little actions and as the account grows they tend to focus more 
on the posts and strategy compared to the specific tagging or 
commenting. 

Be prepared to be commenting and liking many posts in the first several 
months of development. You will have to work for every follower at the 
beginning. I would sit in university for 5 hours a day in the back of the 
class posting, commenting and researching new tricks and tips to 
gaining followers. You will have to do that as well and still get good 
marks in school which thankfully I did. 


Ask Questions:  

Do not be scared to ask questions to your followers in the comments 
under a specific post as well as in direct messages. Gather as much 
information as you can as to what parts of the videos they like and don’t 



like and what they want to see in the 
future. People like to be asked their 
option and they get to give feedback 
and take part in your success.  

At this point you should also be talking to 
real world brands and close supporters 
discussing how to build a potential future 
partnership. Like discussed in “Building 
Partnerships,” your close family and 
friends will be your first step up on the 
social ladder and the brands in your local 
area such as trampoline parks can simply 
be notified you are taking an active role in 
developing your social media and they 
will start paying attention to you. 


Do not ask for anything until you get a 
few more followers but at least let 
people know that you are taking it 
seriously and ask for opinions that you can use to update your 
strategy as you build.  

This book does not have to go into all the details of different strategies 
because the reality is that as you grow you will take information from your 
current followers and do a bit of trial and error to find what works and what 
doesn’t work. No need to stress over any one specific strategy at the 
start because you have no idea what will stick and what wont. 


Remember, when I started my account I only posted my own videos of me 
coaching and training with my competitive athletes. I quickly learned that 
the videos that did well were the ones of new cool tricks and not the 
athletes so I stopped posting about them. 

As you post you will naturally feel what works and what doesn’t and if you 
are looking to build a following you need to pay attention and ask 
questions. There is no real room for arrogance on social media. What 
you think is great may not be what others think is great and unless you 
give followers what they want, they will not follow you. Humans are pretty 
simple that way. 




As you get more of a following you will be able to steer people into the 
direction you want as well but when you are new, you have not build up 
that level of respect yet so you are simply a slave to social media at first. 
As you get more popular you will be able to switch focus to other aspects 
and you will not have to take every single suggestion so seriously and your 
focus will become clear to everyone so they will stop trying to push and 
pull you in one direction or another. 


Engagement: 

Engagement is a very important factor when approaching brands. They 
want to see that you are having lively discussions with each post because 
if they are going to tap into your following they want to know you can 
stimulate a discussion about their product or service. Having a million 
eyeballs on a product but have no comments because everyone just 
scrolls by not really paying attention is just a waste of time. 


Brands would rather partner with an Influencer who only has 100,000 
followers but is a fan favourite and gets 200-300 comments on every post 
compared to an Influencer with 1,000,000 followers but with only spam 
bots that were paid for. Those 200-300 engaged followers are much more 
likely to look into the product and even give honest feedback about a 
product or service to an Influencer with high engagement rates. 


Remember, the more comments you have the more the algorithms 
boost your post. It also allows you to ‘artificially’  inflate your comments 
so when people are scrolling by on the newsfeed they see a lively 
discussion with many more comments and they are more likely to want to 
jump on in to the discussion. Only when they click on the post and scroll 
do they see half the comments are yours, but by then they are more likely 
to comment so it still works and shows your followers that you pay 
attention to them.


Similarly you should also respond to every single direct message, at least 
at the start to start a discussion with everyone of your fans. They will be 
happy to engage on your post if they feel they are actually talking to 



you as a person and you acknowledge them as a person on the other 
side of the screen and not just a number. 

If you want a simple analogy here it is: Your follower count tells brands 
how many people like your posts and your engagement tells the 
brands how many like you personally. The more people personally like 
you, the more authority you have over them when it comes down to telling 
them what to buy. You need both if you are thinking about using social 
media for business. 


Calculate Engagement Rates:  

To calculate an engagement rate you simply add up how many likes and 
comments a post has and divide it by the number of followers you have. 
The higher the number as a percentage, the more influence you really have 
over your followers. 


EXAMPLE:  

8,706 likes + 68 comments = 8,774/203,000 = 0.043 x 100 = 4.3% 

Smaller accounts tend to have larger engagement rates up to 10% but as 
they get larger less people tend to comment and this means the number 
drops to as low as 1-2%. The average account with around 200K followers 
will have an engagement rate of around 3.5% meaning that 3.5% of that 
account’s followers will engage with each post. 


One issue with classical engagement rates is that in reality, as the post 
gets pushed on the public newsfeed you will get access to people who are 
not current followers. They will still engage so the real engagement rate 
tends to be smaller but is much harder to calculate. For the purposes of 
getting started just try to keep your engagement rates as high as possible 
by constantly interacting with your followers and incorporating their 
suggestions into your strategy. 


All posts will have varying amounts of engagement but by tracking your 
engagement you can easily see what types of posts do well and what 
ones don’t. You will need to purposefully change up your posts to properly 



measure the difference but generally you will be able to observe if the post 
was liked or not simply by going through the comments. The specific 
numbers are not so important until you sit down with a brand who wants 
to know you know what you are doing. Showing them specific charts 
and numbers over time will impress them and show them they can 
rely on you to take their brand partnership seriously. 

#Hashtags: 

Think of a hashtag as a ‘signature’ that you can put on your posts. This 
‘signature’ is like a name for the post. The same way all kids are given 
names as a way to differentiate them from other kids, posts can be given 
‘names.’ The difference is that when you put a hashtag on a post, it 
doesn’t just name the post, it also categorizes it for other users. If I make a 
post and in the description I put #FreestyleTrampoline, those who search 
that hashtag will see my post along with all the other posts that use the 
same hashtag. 


Youtube does not use hashtags as openly but virtually every other 
Freestyle community platform such as Instagram, Facebook and TikTok 
do. Hashtags are a great way to search for specific content on social 
media. Tags help to categorize the post so if someone is specifically 
looking to find a certain category of posts, their search is narrowed down 
to those who have used the same hashtag. 


One flaw with this is that there is no one regulating what hashtags are 
used for what posts so anyone can randomly use hashtags that have 
nothing to do with the post. Those posts tend to rate lower because they 
will get less searches on that hashtag but it can still make the 
categorization mechanism falter. 


I also use hashtags to find brands I am looking for that target a specific 
demographic of customer or city in which I am looking for a brand to get 
involved with an event or project.


It is common to see profiles use hashtags at the end of their description 
because it means that they are pushing the post to those hashtag 
channels. Do not use a million of them or the algorithm will block it and 



none of them will be used. It is a version of “spamming” which I will 
discuss in more detail later. 


Simply pick a handful of hashtags that have something to do with that 
post and try not to repeat the hashtags or you are just sending different 
posts to the same channels. You will naturally gravitate towards certain 
hashtags but you will not reach new channels for new followers as 
effectively if you repeat the same words. I will put my hashtags in the 
comment section as a way to keep the post clean and tidy but many will 
simply put many spaces and throw the hashtags at the bottom several 
lines down. Personally I still think this is messy but it does still work and 
will help users find your content. 


To speed up the process I put the hashtags in my “notes” on my phone 
and I copy and paste them. I will put 50 or 60 different hashtags in 
different blocks with a few spaces between and then can copy and paste 
the specific hashtag section I need for a specific type of post. It speeds 
up the posting process.  

Again, the algorithms used by social platforms are still categorizing the top 
newsfeed posts based on their engagement and views so even with a  
bunch of hashtags, you are not guaranteed to get a lot of followers. The 
content still has to be good, but hashtags help give it more search-ability. 


Hashtags can be used as a customized signature as well. We always use 
#GRT as a hashtag and that way others use the hashtag which in reality is 
free marketing. If you are constantly seeing a used hashtag in the 
description of your community, you are more likely to click on it and see 
what the ‘fuss’ is about. 


When we run a special campaign such as #GRTchallenge we come up 
with a unique hashtag that links back to our page through the use of 
“GRT” in the hashtag. It also offers a unique ‘spin’ off with the word 
“Challenge” that targets a certain subset of the community. In this case, it 
is meant for those community members who are looking for fun challenges 
to do at their next training. 


If you do different campaigns to stimulate your community, come up with 
different hashtags so after the campaign is done, users can still look up 
your campaign and utilize it even though you have moved on to something 



else. Hashtags will effectively make a playlist that followers can search up 
again anytime to replay through a playlist of specific types of posts from 
your account. This playlist strategy can be used in many different ways. 
Get creative!


Do not make the hashtag too long unless you are going for a very specific 
effect on your campaign. Humans are simple, they always go for the 
lowest hanging fruit so make your hashtags short, unique and to the point. 


Do not pick a hashtag that everyone else is using to promote your next 
campaign. Using a generic hashtag such as #Tramp used by 1,000,000 
others will get lost with the others and the campaign won’t be search-able. 
Find a hashtag that only has a few different users. This way it becomes 
‘your’ hashtag.


Tags: 

Tagging people in your post is another way to help get people to engage 
with the post. Most platforms only allow you to tag a certain number of 
people so be picky but you can easily make different campaigns and 
strategies simply by coming up with a tagging concept. “Every post I will 
tag the top 3 followers who have __(fill in blank)__.”


When you tag someone in the post they will get a notification that 
tells them you have tagged them and they will be more likely to look 
at the post. This is because you are essentially asking them to or 
telling them it will be a post that you think they like. It is a form of 
direct marketing. 


Again, over doing the tags really annoys people so unless the post 
has something to do with them, something you have already talked 
about previously or some kind of inside joke perhaps, keep the tags 
minimal. Others do not want to see a million tags because it makes 
the post look messy just like hashtags. 


When you start working with brands you will want to tag them in any 
post relating to the project you are working on with them. I suggest in 
that case you add up the views of the posts that you tag them in and 



save it for when you go to that brand looking to take a step up in the 
business partnership. Unless you can prove that you are getting 
eyeballs on their product or service with engaged followers it will be 
hard to form a partnership on those grounds. 


This is why the FTA constantly is asking for the kids to tag the brands 
at events because then it increases their views and traffic to their 
accounts. Unless we all demonstrate to the brands that the 
community is actively promoting them by tagging them, they will not 
be as interested in investing in the community.


Again, there are a million ways to create partnerships and views 
online is just one way but it does help a lot so make sure you record 
your views, engagements and know your social reach. All social 
platforms have a way to see your stats on your posts so just keep an 
eye on the numbers as they hopefully grow and make adjustments 
when necessary.


If you are doing a partnership with a brand you will want to make sure 
they tag you as well. If your followers do not see a two way street and 
a brand that is engaging with you as much as you are tagging them, it 
looks like you are just using their reputation to prop yourself up. 
Followers will only think the brand values you if they are also talking 
about you. Make sure when you talk to brands you make it clear that 
they should be tagging you in posts as well even if you have more 
reach. It demonstrates that an equal partnership exists that can be 
built.


Shoutouts: 

A “Shoutout” is when an Influencer with many followers tags an account 
with less followers in one of their posts. Many Flippers ask Influencers for 
a shoutout or ‘mention’ simply because when that Influencer tags them in 
the post all of the Influencer’s followers will see their tag and have the 
chance to click on it. 


Many think that shoutouts will build your social media but in reality it will 
only help a bit. Many people give shoutouts and a lot of the time the tags 



get ignored because people have learned to not care so much unless there 
is a great reason to. This is why when brands approach Influencers to tag 
them in posts they will add in a discount code or a give-away to give that 
Influencer’s following a ‘call to action.’


From practical experience if the Influencer has 2-3,000,000 followers 
you can get around 3-5,000 followers. If the account only has 
100,000 followers you may only get 50-200 followers. 


You can get shoutouts but if the people that are directed to your 
account see it and think it sucks they will not follow or they will 
unfollow after several days. For Flippers who only post progressions 
in the same backyard or gym, it will be hard to get a following from 
shoutouts. 


If on the other hand, you are traveling and always out in the real world 
shooting unique content you will naturally keep a lot more of these 
new followers. Remember, just like how social media only promotes 
someone who has an underlying value to their social media, a 
shootout only helps accounts that have great content. You are far 
better off on focusing on creating unique and great content  
compared to only spamming Influencers looking for a shoutout. It 
doesn’t hurt to ask but it won’t make or break your growth. Your 
underlying value will.


Spamming: 

Spamming is when you simply bug someone online with many messages 
or tags. Do not spam! Naturally at the beginning you will want to tell 
everyone to go to your page but after that phase is over you need to stick 
to your strategy. It annoys people when you constantly bug them to do 
something. If you have not received their attention by your natural posts 
and a few good strategic concepts as outlined above then it means they 
are not interested in your page, at least not yet. 


Flippers will tag me in a million different messages and get all their friends 
to message me and this is quite annoying. In reality, it does make me look 



at the post so it does work but if you do it too often people will start to 
ignore you. If you do decided to spam people about a post, make sure you 
pick a specific post, not just spam your followers every time you make an 
edit. You may want to save your few free spamming campaigns for when 
you finally get a brand deal and you need all your friends to boost that 
post. Do not do it on a regular basis! 

Long Term Development:


As time goes on you will either be constantly growing or you will be 
levelling off and you then will need to switch you strategy again to help 
keep things exciting. This is where you will look back at that list you made 
when deciding your focus and try to target each of the things your 
followers like in a new unique campaign. You can launch a merchandise 
line or start a fun temporary campaign that highlights some aspect of the 
Flipping community that you are not focusing on specifically yet. Do this to 
try and stimulate engagement and followers in different ways. It is a 
constant trial and error process so do not get upset if it doesn’t work 
within the first few tries. 


When you hit the 'sweet spot’ you will know and make sure you ride it out 
as long as possible. Remember, the ride won’t last forever because 
algorithms change all the time and people change all the time. Your 
original followers will slowly unfollow as they decide to get real jobs or 
leave the industry completely so be prepared to try and target the new 
wave of Flippers coming up and do not expect to become a huge 
Influencer overnight. Simply keep building online and match it with what 
you build offline. 


At this point you should be on step 4 or 5 of the “Building Partnerships” 
process and be able to successfully get a few local brands to get involved 
with what you are doing that will only help build your online platform. 
These brands and supporters should be constantly updated on what you 
are doing and what you plan on doing so keep building the online and 
offline presence at the same time trying to mix and match each ‘world’ for 
maximum benefits. 




Start collaborating with other micro-Influencers as well and simply ride the 
wave. Keep track of what you are doing and do not make sudden 
adjustments if your stats are down a bit for a time period. The views and 
engagements will go up and down and as long as the average is moving 
upwards keep going and keep getting creative trying to find new ways to 
appeal to the Flipping community. 


You may have to start working with other Freestyle communities but the 
same building process will apply so branch out when you need to but 
keep your focus the same and simply use temporary strategies and 
campaigns to reach different parts of the market like an octopus without 
having to shift your entire focus. That focus point is what makes you 
want to be an Influencer in the first place so do not change that. 


You can make a week long, month long or even year long campaigns that 
are not centred around your focus point however and as long as you make 
strategic comments or word your posts in such a way that ties it all 
together, you can get away with moving freely in the community without 
giving up your focus.


As I conclude I want to remind readers that building a social media 
following is not really any different than getting friends in the real 
world. Create something of value that your followers will like and 
keep modifying your strategy and product/service repeatedly trying to 
see what sticks. 

Steps To Success: 

Below is simply a short form multi step process to remember when 
starting a strategic social media account:


Create a unique focus 
Take a survey to see if others like that focus   
Have a unique and simple profile name 
Create a unique bio that states clearly what you are focused on 
Create a unique hashtag signature  



Create a post schedule  
Make at least 1 post every two days over a few weeks 
Tag several different people on every post  
Use different hashtags repeatedly 
Try new styles of posts to see what works and what doesn’t  
Record your views and engagement rates on a chart  
Share posts to private and public groups on a regular basis  
Comment on other people’s posts  
Like other people’s posts  
Repeat steps above  

As mentioned in “Building Partnerships,” once you get the hang of it, the 
process repeats generally speaking and will become quite automatic. You 
will have to go through this process every week and commenting and 
liking other people’s posts will have to happen at least every few days. 


The only thing that will change once you find what your focus is and you 
start getting followers, is the specific marketing campaign you are doing at 
the time. Do a new campaign once every 3-4 months  or so. Do not do a 
new one every two weeks or you will lose sight of your focus and each 
campaign will end up taking attention away from your initial focus. 


“Remember, social media and the ‘real’ world are the same and you 
need to build followers in the real world with a service or product 

along with your social media followers.” - Greg Roe
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